You cannot pass of as your own what does not belong to you.

While taking from someone\'s ideas and most certainly while quoting even a sentence from someone\'s work, a professional must acknowledge the source. Too many people - students, teachers, researchers - routinely pass off as original work that clearly does not belong to them.

In today\'s world, there is enough technology to track down piracy and plagiarism, whether text, graphics or any other form. Every professional knows that resources like Google and Wikipedia are universally available. Given the pressures of time, it is easy to succumb to the temptation to 'research' the net, download matter and simply embed it in a seminar or a presentation.

A professional must do three things when depending on such sources:

State why you have chosen to pull out a specific set of information

Acknowledge the source and, most importantly,

State your own reasoned conclusion.

You must state your point of view, not pass off someone else\'s as if it was your own!
